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Abstract—Power grids are being enhanced by integrating the
Information and Communication Technology (ICT) to make them
more reliable, economic, efficient, and environmentally friendly.
The integration of power grids with ICT to build Smart Grids
(SGs) has reduced costs and improved their performances. But,
on the other hand, this has also brought the cyber security
threats as well. In traditional ICT systems, the end devices are
the powerful systems which have high computation power and
memory capacity to perform the intense computations to avoid
cyber security threats, whereas most of the end devices in SG
lack these capabilities. Incorporating the security in the early
stages of SG development through systems security requirements
engineering can reduce the potential cyber security threats. This
paper presents the results of applying Security Requirements
Engineering Process (SREP) on the SG wireless network, and
proposes the potential solutions that can be implemented such as
using Global System for Mobile Communication (GSM)-enabled
Intelligent Electronic Devices (IEDs) with Global Positioning
System (GPS) support.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The success of any system relies on effectively capturing the
stakeholders’ needs in requirements specification [1], [2], [3].
Some studies show that the cost of adding the requirements
in later stages of the system development could be 10 to 200
times higher [4], [5]. Jones et al. [6] propose that, in most
of the system development projects, fixing the requirements,
design and code defects cost 40% to 50% of the total system
development efforts. In addition, more than 50% of the defects
originate during the systems requirements engineering; if not
done properly it can seriously impact the system. Flaws in
requirements typically cost 25% to 40% of the total project
costs [7]. This highlights the importance of the requirements
specifications as the vital step in the systems development
lifecycle. Similarly, security requirements also have greater
impact on the fault-free functioning of any system.
Security is a quality attribute of a system. Most of the
times, the functional requirements are clearly defined, but nonfunctional or quality requirements are ignored or added later
on. Reliability, availability and robustness of the system depend on how secure a system is. Like functional requirements,
security requirements too should be incorporated from the
early stages of the systems development lifecycle. It is strongly
advised by security experts, e.g, [8], [9], to add security
requirements in the initial phases of system development,

yet, it is not the common practice in industry up till now.
In recent times, we have seen many security breaches even
in the presence of the robust and reliable ICT systems. For
example, Sony Inc. had to shut down the Playstation network
for more than a week. The breach compromised 77 million
customers personal information records, including 12.5 million
credit cards records [10]. To incorporate security requirements
engineering in early stages of the system development, various
methods and techniques are available such as [11], [12], [13],
[14].
Smart Grid (SG) is capable of converting the present power
grid to an intelligent and complete autonomous structure. Almost all aspect of the power grid, most of which are currently
manually carried out, can be automated in SG. These include
automatic demand response, power storage, distributed power
generation and integration, grid control and electricity pricing,
etc. ICT control systems take care of the complete control of
SG. They require a constant information feedback from all
the sources in SG in order to take automatic control actions.
The information needs of the control system can only be
achieved by a centralized and integrated communication system. Because of their cost and performance benefits, wireless
networks form the core of SG communication systems. Some
of the places where they are widely deployed include houseto-grid communications and intra-grid communications (for
generation, transmission, distribution). Unfortunately, the wide
deployment of wireless networks within SG poses significant
cyber security threats. The nature of the threats requires a
detailed and systematic analysis of security vulnerabilities
through systems security requirements engineering methods.
To elicit systems security requirements, we use a security requirements engineering method called SREP (Security
Requirements Engineering Process) [15]. These requirements
could be used to deter potential security threats or vulnerabilities in SG and to reduce their impact on the overall system.
Typically, any security solution should answer three basic
questions: what to protect, against whom, and to what extent.
SREP takes into consideration these security questions in nine
steps. SREP 1) defines the system context; 2) identifies the
critical and vulnerable assets which should be protected from
attacks; 3) identifies the security objectives and dependencies;
4) identifies threats and vulnerabilities to the assets; 5) assesses
risks and analyzes the impact and likelihood of the threats

and vulnerabilities; 6) elicits and categorizes the security
requirements; 7) prioritizes the requirements based on the risk
assessment; 8) inspects the requirements, and 9) improves the
repository, if applicable.
The major contribution of this paper is the systematic
application of the SREP to specify SG wireless network
systems security requirements. It provides a step-by-step guide
to apply SREP in SG domain. In order to evaluate the elicited
systems security requirements, this paper proposes the systems
integration of SG with the GSM and GPS networks. Integrating the GSM and GPS networks with SG wireless networks is
a novel combination of already evolved and matured wireless
communication systems. It is also a new direction for the SG
system security solutions.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II presents background and related work1 . Section III
presents the results of the study. Section IV presents evaluation and proposed solutions. Finally, Section V presents the
conclusions.
II. BACKGROUND AND R ELATED W ORK
Integration of the power grid with ICT systems to form a
SG has brought a number of security challenges to power grids
[16]. Through this integration, the power grid has inherent security risks due to the fact that the power grid and applications
were not designed for the general ICT environment. To counter
the impact of security issues that would arise in the power
grid, the security should be incorporated from the requirements
gathering phase during SG development. Currently, academic
research focuses on either highlighting the possible threats
[17], vulnerabilities [18], security issues [19], [20], [21], [22],
and challenges [23], or recommending certain frameworks [24]
and technologies to be used [22], [16], [25].
Wireless networks are a fast growing trend in ICT and they
offer a lot of cost and performance benefits. Our analysis
shows that the wireless communication can result in significant
savings (see Figure 1). Wireless networks are widely deployed
in SGs because of their advantages in cost, performance and
ease of installation given the fact that SGs cover large land
areas, difficult terrains and various geographic locations.
However, wireless networks add more challenges to the
security issues faced by SG, as it can potentially expose the
entire power grid to various cyber security threats because of
the very nature of wireless communication, which is vulnerable to interception.
III. R ESULTS
SREP (Security Requirements Engineering Process) consists of nine steps. SREP itself acts as a research framework
according to which SG wireless network security requirements
specification was performed. Following are the results of
applying SREP on SG wireless networks.
Step 1: Agree on Definitions. The best practice to conduct a study is to follow certain basic standards, definitions
1 Background and related work section is shortened due to the page limit
restrictions.

Fig. 1. Wired vs. Wireless Cost Analysis for Non-Line of Sight Link for
a Micro-Hydro Project. (Note: AED means United Arab Emirates Dirhams.
USD 1 = AED 3.67 as of April 2013.)

and terminology for the purpose of the consistency. Security
requirements engineering and SG technology definitions in
this research are extracted from international standards such
as International Standards Organization (ISO), International
Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) and Institute of Electrical
and Electronic Engineers (IEEE). Some of the definitions
used in this research are: Confidentiality is the property that
information is not made available or disclosed to unauthorized
individuals, entities, or processes (source ISO 13335-1:2004).
Integrity is the property of safeguarding the accuracy and
completeness of assets (source ISO 15489:2001 and ISO
13335-1:2004). Availability is the property of being accessible
and useable upon demand by an authorized entity (source
ISO 13335-1:2004). Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition
(SCADA) software can be considered as part of the Energy
Management System (EMS) application. The monitoring and
control functions of the EMS application are performed by
SCADA while the optimization functions are performed by
remaining EMS [26]. Home Area Network (HAN) is a residential local network whose purpose is to communicate with
the digital devices installed within a household [27].
Step 2: Identify Vulnerable and/or Critical Assets. The
SG is controlled by an interoperated communication network
and a distributed control system. The communication systems
are thus considered to be the critical assets of the whole SG
[28]. Similarly, the network operations are critical assets of
SG because they handle all the aspects of grid information
and control instructions. Every aspect of SG where wireless
network exists is now a vulnerable asset. These two networks
are prone to data theft or cyber attacks. Some vulnerable assets
of SG are:
1) House-to-gird wireless data and control network
2) Intra-grid wireless data and control network (encompassing power generation, transmission, and distribution
facilities)
The wireless network between a household and the grid
refers to the connectivity between the Advanced Metering
Infrastructure (AMI) and SG’s control center, where the power

flow is monitored and recorded for various purposes as required by the stakeholders. Table I shows the vulnerable data
that is communicated in this segment of SG network. This
data is available within AMI at each household, and can be
breached if the household to SG network is vulnerable to
security threats.
V1
V2
V3
V4
V5
V6
V7

Number of appliances in a household
Power and wattage nature of the appliances
Ideal parameters and loading status of the appliances
Threshold power values for the appliances
Present load received at the household
Present activeness of the appliances
Secondary power (as distributed energy resources) storage information

TABLE I
DATA - RELATED V ULNERABILITIES IN H OUSE - TO -G RID N ETWORK .

The intra-grid network covers the communications among
the various facilities of SG such as power generation, transmission, and distribution centers. It has two independent tasks
to be addressed, namely, grid control and consumer data
handling. Grid control involves certain parameters about the
generator, transmission, and distribution power management
systems. Among all this, system failure information (available
to a number people responsible for grid control) and reliability
and accuracy of the grid communication devices are the most
vulnerable subjects.
Table II presents the network-related vulnerabilities in SG
(both for house-to-grid and intra-grid networks). If SG’s
wireless network is breached through one or more of those
vulnerabilities, this can in turn trigger the data-related vulnerabilities mentioned in Table I. In other words, the data-related
vulnerabilities are dependent on the network-related ones.
V8
V9
V10
V11

V12
V13
V14
V15
V16
V17

Network monitoring and interception vulnerabilities
Network discovery and access control vulnerabilities
MAC Address Access Control List (ACL) provides minimal
access control to limited people with authorized wireless cards
SSID - Any wireless consumer, malicious or not, can be able to
listen to this beacon to get the SSID and bypass this low level
access control
Authentication mechanism vulnerabilities
Shared key authentication flaw
802.1X/EAP vulnerabilities
WEP vulnerabilities
WPA/WPA2 Vulnerabilities
Way handshake and weak pass-phrase vulnerability
TABLE II
N ETWORK - RELATED V ULNERABILITIES .

Figure 2 presents a simplified SG and the wireless communication. A dotted line represents wireless communication and
solid line represents electricity connection. The home network
is extended and shown in detail along with data-related vulnerabilities. The left side of the diagram depicts the various
devices that are part of SG along with the communication
links. The vulnerabilities associated with the wireless network
are also presented.

The network-related vulnerabilities are a challenge for any
wireless network irrespective of the system (whether it is
house-to-gird or intra-grid). Hence, these network-related vulnerabilities are the major concern for security requirements
engineering process for SG. Since the data-related vulnerabilities are dependent on the network-related ones, in order
to address the vulnerabilities in Table I it is critical to first
address those presented in Table II. Further steps of the SREP
derive several precautionary steps and security requirements
that should be implemented in SG’s development.
Step 3: Identify Security Objectives and Dependencies.
The security objectives for a system should be determined
based on safeguarding the assets or the system from vulnerabilities and their associated threats, also considering the scope
of any future threats.
In order to mitigate the vulnerabilities identified in Step 2,
the basic objective should be to prevent SG’s various wireless
network components such as Access Points (APs), Routers
& Switches, Power Amplifiers, Transceivers, Intelligent Electronic Devices (IEDs), Remote Terminal Units (RTUs) from
potential attackers. The types of attacks are determined in later
steps of the SREP.
Confidentiality, Integrity and Availability (CIA) are the
basic security goals to be achieved in order to secure SG’s
wireless networks. These CIA goals as used in SG wireless
networks are discussed below:
Confidentiality of information or controls that exist on SG’s
wireless network are safeguarded by protecting the network
components that are vulnerable to frequent attacks. It means
preserving the privacy of information by protecting invalid
access to it.
Integrity prevents unauthorized modification or alteration
of information and ensures the originality of information.
Integrity is attained by proper and restricted authorization of
those who can access the data on SG network.
Availability means the system is available continuously
to every authorized user without any disruption. This can
be achieved by avoiding threats of attacks on SG wireless
network. SG’s wireless network should be designed to resist
any attacks that might lead to service disruption.
The ultimate goal is to secure wireless transmissions in
SG. Building a wireless network that responds effectively to a
particular attack will ensure the security of a particular piece of
information. For example, to protect the consumer data from
being breached, SG’s wireless network should be made robust
against the Access Point (AP) attack via several possibilities
discussed earlier, and the Wired Equivalent Privacy (WEP)
should also be designed to resist and detect any potential
attack. In essence, for each single task of SG to be effectively
performed, the wireless network should be made to resist any
attacks that are likely to happen.
Step 4: Identify Threats and Develop Artifacts. The
major threats to SG are the network-based attacks. Attacks
on networks have several intended characteristics ranging
from data breach through system disruption. Besides network
attacks which originate outside SG, certain threats also evolve
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from within SG. To prevent such inside threats, SG control
parameters which are to be delivered to the central control
unit should go along with the constraints such as less latency
and criteria for reliable delivery, etc. [29], [30].
The wireless networks are vulnerable to a set of predefined
attack models such as integrity attacks, confidentiality attacks,
availability attacks, and access control attacks. Various aspects
of the Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) for house-grid
communications discussed in Step 2 represent the weakest
points of the system that can be targeted for attack. Several
threat cases are developed, along with a few attack trees.
Threats are analyzed using the threat cases, such as the
examples in Tables III and IV.
Figure 3 shows an example attack tree that was developed
as part of the artifacts development.
Step 5: Risk Assessment. Risk assessment for a system can
be done in several steps. The National Institute of Standards
and Technology (NIST) [31] suggested a simplified approach
to risk assessment for a system. The steps include identifying
the systems characteristics, possible threats, vulnerable aspects
of the system, determining likelihood of occurrence of threats,
analysis of risks and impact estimation, determine the potential

of risks and propose solutions to solve or avoid those in
advance [31], [32], [15], [33], [34]. In Step 4, most of the
possible threats are identified for SG’s wireless network. In
this step, the task is to determine the likelihood of these threats
or risks, and analyze and specify the preventative steps to be
taken.
Among the threats that are identified, following three are
the ones which exhibit considerable impacts on SG’s wireless
network when active:
1) Network Discovery and Access Attacks
2) DoS Attacks
3) Monitoring and Interception Attacks
However, not all the threats may occur frequently. The
frequency depends on the importance of the targets, their
vulnerability levels, and the prevention measures that are
in place. If successful, even a small and simple attack on
SG communication system can be very advantageous to the
attackers. They can control power flows, breach confidential
information, or even sabotage the grid.
The next step in the assessment of threats is to identify
the part of SG that hosts vulnerable spots for these threats to
target. We considered a set of vulnerable data shown in the

Fig. 3.

Case
Source

Stimulus
Artifact
Assumptions

Wireless Network Attack Tree.

Description
APs with an in-built wireless router and Dynamic
Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) services enabled
Network Access via Wireless Router
Network Access
•

•

DHCP enabled wireless routers are significantly susceptible to bandwidth hijacking attacks
Attacker is used to Internet Protocol (IP) requests via DHCP server

Case
Source
Stimulus
Artifact
Assumptions

Description
WLAN security safeguards and operating frequencies
Overwhelm the medium used for transmission
Jamming the Radio Frequency (RF) channel
•
•

Action
•

Action
•

•

Attacker first discovers the target network and
originating router, and then requests IP of the
router via DHCP server
The attacker restarts his network affiliation and
has an IP automatically assigned

Consequence
•
•
•

Attacker hijacks the target network’s bandwidth
If safety features are not enabled, the attacker
can have complete access to the target network
The attacker can re-route the traffic, manipulate the data packets and reject the traffic or
requests as well

TABLE III
N ETWORK ACCESS - T HREAT C ASE .

Network uses 802.11b/g/n standards and
2.4GHz radio frequency band
Attacker has simple tools which can flood the
communication channel used in SG

•

Rather than making spurious information to
overwhelm the processing capability of network devices in RF jamming, attacker overwhelms the medium used for transmission,
during this case - radio waves
With easily available open source tools attacker will simply flood the medium for the
network with noise

Consequence
•

•

RF jamming is incredibly effective as a result
of it works against all WLAN security safeguards
When noise is injected at the WLAN operating
frequency, signal-to-noise ratio drops below
acceptable level and therefore the network
merely ceases to operate

TABLE IV
JAMMING THE RF CHANNEL - T HREAT C ASE .

first column of Table V, which is related to a household part
of SG. The second column of Table V describes the location
of this vulnerable data.
Vulnerable Data
Customer ID, authentication and
passwords
Appliance information
Appliance activity
Ideal power parameters of appliances
Power readings and consumer information

Availability Spot in SG
APs falling in the Home Arean
Network (HAN) & SG Wide Area
Network (WAN)
APs falling in the HAN
APs falling in the HAN & SG
WAN
APs falling in the HAN
APs falling in the HAN & SG
WAN

TABLE V
V ULNERABLE DATA IN SG AND THE AVAILABILITY S POTS .

The following system information has to be thoroughly
analyzed and monitored regularly to check the occurrence of
any such threat:
1) Check hardware and software malfunctioning
2) Monitor interface systems working in between any two
points in the system
3) Monitor the data and information flow between any two
points (in fact, this concern is covered elaborately in
the research. A perfect scrutiny of the loopholes of
information flow system is demanded.)
4) Monitor the people who support the IT system, and who
look after a particular system function
5) Be up to date on security and protection levels of data
and its sensitivity
6) Monitor system users
7) Check the security policies implemented in the system
8) Check the security architecture of the system
9) Continuously check and observe the control points, both
managerial and technical in the system that continuously
take care of the system functions
Final stage is the estimation of impact. In this step of risk
assessment, we identify threats which have the greatest impact
on the system. For example, in DoS attack, the intruder can
disturb the normal services of SG by an effective wastage of
the system communication resources. System resources like
the communication bandwidth and the various control signals
regarding source availability, power distribution, power usage,
and electricity pricing, etc. can be made unavailable by this
attack. These resources are very important for the smooth
functioning of SG and the reduction or unavailability of these
resources can have negative impacts on SG. The DoS attack
during peak power demand period can seriously affect the
economic stability.
Step 6: Elicit and categorize security requirements.
SREP does not provide or indicate anything about the requirements elicitation, categorization and prioritization techniques
or methods to follow. However, SREP suggest to retrieve associated clusters of security requirements from the repository
(SRR), if they are not found in SRR then SREP suggest to

get them by other means but does not indicate or suggest any
such means.
Each security goal and objective is to be analyzed along
with its threats and risks in order to elicit a suitable set
of security requirements. Security requirements when implemented should be able to mitigate all the security threats and
vulnerabilities identified. Moreover, requirements should also
have some countermeasures to the security issues that are
hindrance in achieving the security goals.
Table VI presents an example subset of 4 out of the total
of 43 elicited requirements along with the category and the
preventive measures for several specific security objectives for
SG wireless network.
Step 7: Requirements Prioritization. SREP does not
specify any requirements prioritization technique or method.
In our case of SG, we have used NIST prioritization technique
[31], [30] and assigned priority according to the significance
of a requirement. Prioritization is done based on the levels of
low, medium and high.
A requirement is assigned low priority if its absence may
have low-to-moderate effect on SG, medium priority if its
absence may have moderate-to-high effect on SG, and high
priority if its absence may have high-to-severe security impact
on SG [31], [30].
Based on these criteria, all the requirements specified in
the previous step are evaluated. Table VI also includes the
requirements priorities of the four examples.
Step 8: Requirements Inspection. This step is performed
to guarantee that all the artifacts that are generated are valid
and cover most of the system vulnerabilities, threats and
risks to the defined assets. It ensures that all the documents,
requirements, use cases, and attack trees are consistent, and
complete. This step also verifies if the requirements are ranked
according to their importance or not, as discussed in Step 7.
Apart from the process specific details, this step also runs
a sanity check against the standards that are incorporated in
SREP such as IEEE 830-1998, SSE-CMM (ISO:IEC 21827),
CC SS-CMM and CC assurance requirements, and organization policies.
We did not have any organization’s involvement or any
already available documents such as SRR with security specific details such as requirements, use cases, security threats,
vulnerabilities and risk. Hence, we did not consider all these
standards in this research; however, we have performed several
iterations of security requirements inspection in order to ensure
the completeness.
Step 9: Repository Improvement. As we do not have any
repository in this research, this step is out of the scope of
this research. However, we strongly believe that having any
such document while applying SREP would be very useful,
time-saving, and efficient way to elicit, specify, categorize
and prioritize security requirements. In addition, incorporating
such a repository would also enable requirements or data reuse.

Requirement No.
R1
R2

R3

R4

Description
Wireless networks access points should be made secure by preventing
unauthorized traffic into the network.
Anti-sniffing and spoofing tools and technologies should be at the
access points as well within the wireless network domain. This will
prevent malicious attackers from monitoring the network traffic.
Secure sessions should be implemented in case of highly sensitive
wireless transmission. This includes generating a new security token
each time a user request is made to the server.
RAPs (Rogue Access Points) should be eliminated in order to secure
the wireless access points. The best technique to cope with the threat
of RAPs is to use 802.1x on the wired network to authenticate all
devices that are plugged into the network

Category or Preventive measure
Confidentiality and integrity of
wireless transmission
Sniffing and spoofing

Priority
High

Confidentiality and integrity of
wireless transmission

Low

Access control

Medium

High

TABLE VI
E LICITED , C ATEGORIZED AND P RIORITIZED S ECURITY R EQUIREMENTS (PARTIAL ).

IV. E VALUATION AND P ROPOSED S OLUTIONS
After applying SREP on SG’s wireless networks, we
elicited, categorized, and prioritized 43 security requirements.
We found 21 of them to be of high priority, 16 of medium
priority and 6 of low priority. We found 7 data-related vulnerabilities in house-to-grid communication and 10 networkrelated vulnerabilities in intra-grid communications. We found
a total of 13 threats. We identified 3 types of threats to be more
harmful to SG when active.
During the analysis we found that the major security threats
to SG can arise from a large number of low processing power
field devices. Typically, adoption of standards guarantees certain degree of in-built security and the reliability of the devices
and the technologies. However, in case of SG, many standards
are still under development, and there are already millions of
Intelligent Electronic Devices (IEDs) deployed in the world
to control, monitor, record, report, diagnose and communicate
the valuable grid related information without a set of agreed
protocols or standards. These devices expose SG to many
cyber threats such as the recent attack on the U.S. Water Utility
SCADA (Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition) system
[35].
Systems security solution of any system should not only
consider the technological aspects, but also the end users and
the environment (physical and logical) that a system is exposed
to. In the case of SG, the system consists of the power grid,
ICT systems, and smart devices. However, people usually tend
to emphasize only on the system itself, often neglect the valuable contribution an end user and the environment may have on
the functioning of the system. To avoid this pitfall, we must
not only generate the system security requirements but also
consider end user and the environment related requirements
such as user training, updating manuals and network auditing
and monitoring.
Some of the solutions for implementing the elicited security
requirements from the systems perspective are presented here.
For securing the low processing power field devices some
countermeasures could be making them GSM (Global System
for Mobile Communications)-enabled so that each device
in the field would have its own unique identifier which is

only available to the nearest hub/switch or the router on
which a firewall/VPN could be installed to enhance security.
GSM networks are highly reliable and secure, and hence the
information exchange can be secured. Even if someone is able
to duplicate a GSM, SIM (Subscriber Identity Module) based
device, then another layer of security could be provided by
having a small battery support to these IEDs and attaching
a small and low cost GPS (Global Positioning System) chip
which would capture the geo-location of the devices and any
new, fake or duplicate devices can be identified. The benefit
of having the GSM SIM enabled IEDs is that this mode of
communication is low cost and the GSM technologies and
the network is highly reliable, robust, secure and available at
almost all locations. Similarly, we believe that for the information security and the physical device’s security credit card
and e-commerce fraud detection and prevention techniques,
strategies and polices could be of greater help. As they also
deal with similar kind of sensitive data and ever increasing
cyber threats.
For the security within household and house-to-grid communication, we recommend to use the low signal power
antennas, reduce the signal propagation or use the directional
antenna if there is a potential threat from the neighborhood. In
addition, the communication device in household should have
high processing capabilities where the proprietary security solutions could be implemented to secure in-house and house-togrid communication. This device can have advance encryption
techniques, firewall, and intrusion detection system for sending
household data to the control center so that the in-house
devices could be of low processing power. It would be more
cost effective to have one powerful machine in each home
rather than investing money and effort to improve performance
and security of each device in a household.
Another way of bringing down the risks to the acceptable
level is assigning the risk score to each control command
and accordingly the preventive mechanism to be activated. To
add another level of security for control commands with high
risk score or high impact, a validation mechanism should be
developed as well.
For SG security, there is no single solution but there has to
be a combination of different solutions which could be derived

from the existing evolved and matured systems such as GSM,
GPS, and e-commerce, and credit card fraud detection. All
such solutions and countermeasures would be beneficial only
if they are incorporated at the early stages of SG development,
as there is little or no margin for error in SG.
V. C ONCLUSION
This paper presents the step-by-step systematic application
of the systems security requirements engineering method to
elicit, categorize and prioritize security requirements for SG
wireless networks. We elicited, categorized, and prioritized 43
security requirements. We found 21 of them to be of high
priority, 16 of medium priority and 6 of low priority. We found
7 data-related vulnerabilities in house-to-grid communication
and 10 network-related vulnerabilities in intra-grid communications. We found a total of 13 threats. We identified 3 types
of threats to be more harmful to SG when active.
During this process several high importance assets were
identified along with the potential security threats to them.
The identified threats, vulnerabilities, and associated security
requirements can be used as a reference during SG’s wireless
network security development. An evaluation of SREP was
also conducted. Based on the systems security analysis, we
proposed a systems integration of GSM and GPS networks
with SG. GSM and GPS were selected because they both
have wide deployment of wireless networks. The potential
integration of SG with GSM and GPS is a new direction for
the future SG security research in both academia and industry.
Finally, we also defined the use of risk score for all control
commands in SG, and the monitoring activities to identify the
occurrences of threats.
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